
GAMES NIGHT
by Robynn Weldon

Mommy-and-me cowls evoke the fun of Snakes & Ladders with a garter-stitch spiral that 
widens as it goes, spreading to cover the shoulders for a warm outer layer and ending in 
either a snake’s head (embellished with embroidered or button eyes and a felt tongue) 
or a more restrained square corner. Alternating colors suggest the bright blocks of a 
game board. 

This is a simple but skills-boosting project, supported with a photo tutorial for German 
short rows. It is worked flat, joining as you go and carrying the non-working yarn up 
inside the I-cord edging. This makes a beautiful, neat finish with the minimum of tidying 
up (and absolutely no seaming).

The pattern is written in three sizes with the two adult sizes differing only in how much 
the cowl flares out over the shoulders. 
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GAMES NIGHT
Special Stitches
Join to previous layer: Slip 1 stitch knitwise, use right needle to pick up front leg of second stitch of I-cord on 
previous layer. Return this and slipped stitch to left needle and knit these 2 stitches together through the back 
loop. (See photos in Layer 2 section of Instructions on page 4.) You may prefer to insert the left needle through 
the 2 stitches together and knit them together in one movement.

Slip and pull to back (German short rows): Slip 1 stitch purlwise with yarn in front, pull yarn back over the needle 
tightly so that the stitch below is pulled up to resemble two stitches. See tutorial link in Note 4, below.

Work in pattern: Work Garter Stitch with I-cord edging on either side, as described in the instructions. From Layer 
2 on, this will include a joining stitch at the end of every right side row.

Yarn Management Tips
1. It may help to always keep your working yarn on your right, the other two on your left.

2. At the end of every row, turn your work counter-clockwise as viewed from above: swing the (right) needle 
around with the tip towards you. 

3. At the end of wrong side rows, turn counter-clockwise as usual, but THEN lift all your knitting and turn it in the 
opposite direction over the trailing yarns. Give a full turn and you’ll be able to draw the working yarn under the 
other two strands to catch them inside the I-cord edge. It’s this final twist that puts the yarns in the right position 
to catch and be caught. The counter-clockwise end-of-row turns just counteract this constant twisting to avoid 
tangles.

Notes
Note 1: Color 3 will be the color of the last, most prominent block at the front of the cowl (the snake’s head, if 
doing that version). Choose your color arrangement accordingly.

Note 2: Each layer places a wider block of contrasting color directly below the previous layer’s block. If you slip up 
and work a couple of rows too few or too many at any point, in the next layer, things won’t match up exactly. You 
don’t have to rip back—adjust by working more or fewer rows between the short rows in your current wedge (and 
repeat this adjustment as needed in future layers), but do make sure the color change always lines up.

Note 3: A “layer” is one full loop around the neck, with the shaping instructions changing for each layer. A 
“wedge” is a section comprising straight rows followed by short row shaping. A “block” is a section in a single 
color, comprising one or more wedges.

Note 4: The pattern is written for German short rows, which require no special preparation. Feel free to use your 
preferred short-row technique. A tutorial is available at bit.ly/gshortrows. 
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GAMES NIGHT

Abbreviations

C: Color

k: Knit

k2tog: Knit 2 stitches together [1 stitch decreased]

k3tog: Knit 3 stitches together [2 stitches decreased]

kfb: Knit into the front and back of the next stitch [1 
stitch increased]

sk2p: Slip 1 stitch knitwise to right needle, knit 2 
stitches together, then pass slipped stitch over [2 
stitches decreased]

sl: Slip stitch purlwise

Finished Measurements
Sizes: Child (Adult Small, Adult Large)
Samples shown are Child and Adult Large.
Circumference at neck: approximately 17 (21, 21)”/42.5 
(52.5, 52.5) cm
Circumference at base: approximately 45 (53, 62)”/112.5 
(132.5, 132.5) cm
Depth at widest point: approximately 13 (18, 18)”/32.5 
(45, 45) cm

Needles
• US 7 [4.5 mm] needles, straight or circular or size to 

obtain gauge

Gauge
Blocked: 19 stitches and 42 rows = 4”/10 cm square in 
garter stitch.
Unblocked: 19 stitches and 44 rows = 4”/10 cm square in 
garter stitch. 

Gauge is not crucial for this project, but will affect 
yardage and finished size if different from above.

Notions
• Scrap of red felt for tongue (optional)
• Sewing needle and thread for tongue (optional)
• Tapestry needle
• Two ¾”/19 mm buttons for eyes (optional)

Yarn
Miss Babs Yowza Mini 
100% Superwash Merino wool; 200 yd/2.8oz (182 m/80 g) skeins
3 skeins; Adult Large version shown in Blue Slate (Color 1), Pallon Beach (Color 2) and Franklin (Color 3);
Child version shown in Scarlet Letter (Color 1), French Marigold (Color 2) and Ginkgo (Color 3)

Or approximately 200 yds/182 m of DK weight yarn in each of three colors.


